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ELECTRIC CHARCOAL, B-E710
DIMENSIONS
- Countertop machines.
- Deep-drawn surface tops manufactured in 1.5 mm thick AISI-304
stainless steel.
- Laser-cut joints, automatic welding and polishing. Hidden screws.
- Fitted with an opening to collect cooking grease and a tray to store
it.
- Machines are fitted with removable 130 mm high guards to prevent
splashes, made of stainless steel.
- Stainless steel feet with adjustable height.
- Groups of stainless-steel heating elements upon which food is cooked
directly (one group of three heating elements for halfmodule).
- Safety water tray. Moreover, it makes it possible to achieve the
correct moisture for optimum cooking.
- The models with stainless steel grills are manufactured using “Z”
shaped AISI-304 stainless steel slats to make cleaning easier.
- The grills are reversible with two different finishes on each side:
·Tilted and grooved with ridges for meat.
·Horizontal and flat for fish and vegetables.
- These grills reach a very high temperature (400 ºC), meaning that the
surface of the product is quickly sealed and inside it remains much
juicier.
- A grid with dimensions of 515 x 344 mm each half module.
OPCIONAL ACCESSORIES
- Special scraper.
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X Width

800 mm

X Gross width

840 mm

Y Depth

730 mm

Y Gross depth

822 mm

Z Height

290 mm

Z Gross height

535 mm

Net Weight

45,0

kg

Gross Weight

63,0

kg

Net volume

0,170

m3

Gross volume

0,369

m3

ELECTRICITY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Electric power

8,160 kW

Amperage (A)

11,8A

Heating power
Voltage
Electric frequency

8,16 kW
400V - 3N
50/60Hz

CONNECTIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
230 V three-phase wiring
Single-phase 230V wiring
Three-phase +N 400V wiring

3X4MM2+T
2X10MM2+T
3X1,5MM2+T+N
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